Samples of Additional Information
(Nurse)
‘I have a dream!” Not only Martin Luther King had a dream, but I also do!

famous quotation

I strongly believe that life is the most valuable thing in the world. Therefore, from an early age I
have been fascinated by the workings of life. In the last six years, I studied Biology and Chemistry
hard in order to gain more knowledge to prepare myself to be part of the medical profession - a
nurse. In these recent years, I have striven my best to have my dream come true and prepared
myself to become a university student.

experience
led to
career goal

Last summer, this dream was reconfirmed too. Due to suffering from infected eczema, I was sent
to the hospital. This was a valuable experience for me as it enhanced my personal development
and understanding of patients’ needs.
In my secondary school life, one of the most rewarding experiences was in being the Head Prefect
in the School Prefect Team. To work for my dream to be a good leader, I behaved myself every day.
Being the head prefect, I learnt a lot. Besides solving different problems considerately, my
communication skills were also enhanced. I could definitely get along with everyone quite well. In
addition to being head prefect, I had been a monitress for three years. To be in a position of
responsibility, I became more and more reliable.
To strike a balance between work and play, I enjoy playing the piano at my leisure to ease the
tension in daily life. I have played the piano for eight years. I was given the pass of the grade eight
piano by The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music. Apart from that, I got the
second-runner-up at the Hong Kong School Speech Festival last year. To win a competition or gain
a good result in an examination, I practised persistently. I have a dogged determination towards
everything, especially in fulfilling my dream.

personal
qualities
which are
related to
career goal
developed
through

I am a student member of The Hong Kong Academy for Gifted Education. After participating in
the course- Ethical Leadership and Value Study at the academy, I learnt about the appropriate
attitude needed towards people, especially the underprivileged. I believe I can treat the patients
with respect and consideration when I become a nurse.
I also took part in the Award Scheme for Student Leaders of Hong Kong: National Education
Course, which was held by Renmin University of China. It was a seven day exchange tour to
Beijing. The tour opened my eyes. I developed a curiosity about things and public issues
happening around me. I am keen about different issues such as medical and public health.
At University, I would like to contribute to university life, as this will be a new experience and I
look forward to meeting new people. I am a reliable, determined and considerate person who will
relish the opportunity to study nursing if I am given that golden chance.

different
experiences

